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Early derivations of the equations of motion for single rigid bodies, single flexible 
bodies, and flexible multibody systems in terms of quasi-coordinates have been car
ried out in two stages. The first consists of the use of the extended Hamilton's princi
ple to derive standard Lagrange's equations in terms of generalized coordinates and 
the second represents a transformation of the Lagrange's equations to equations in 
terms of quasi-coordinates. In this article, hybrid (ordinary and partial) differential 
equations for flexible multibody systems are derived in terms of quasi-coordinates 
directly from the extended Hamilton's principle. The approach has beneficial impli
cations in an eventual spatial discretization of the problem. © 1993 John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Multibody systems are ubiquitous in engineering. 
Indeed, automobiles, construction equipment, 
agricultural equipment, aircraft, rotorcraft, ro
bots, space vehicles, etc., can be modeled as 
multibodies. Of particular interest here are artic
ulated multibodies, characterized by the fact that 
the bodies are hinged to permit rotational mo
tions of one body relative to another. The litera
ture on multibody systems is concerned to a large 
extent with land vehicles and robots and to a 
lesser extent with rotorcraft and space vehicles. 
In studies by Wittenburg (1977), Huston, Pas
serello, and Harlow (1978), Hollerbach (1980), 
Haug (1984, 1989), Roberson and Schwertassek 
(1988), Huston (1990), and Lin (1991) the bodies 
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are assumed to be rigid. In studies by Ho (1977), 
Huston (1980), Book (1984), Yoo and Haug 
(1986a,b), Meirovitch and Quinn (1987), Changizi 
and Shabana (1988), Meirovitch, Stemple, and 
Kwak (1990), and Meirovitch and Lim (1992) 
flexibility is included. The interest lies here in 
flexible multibody systems. 

There are two dominant issues in the treat
ment of articulated flexible multibody systems, 
namely modeling of the flexibility and the choice 
of coordinates for rotational motions. For the 
most part, flexible bodies are characterized by 
distributed parameters, such as the mass and 
stiffness. The motion of distributed-parameter 
systems is described by partial differential 
equations. On the other hand, translational and 
rotational rigid-body motions are described by 
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ordinary differential equations. Systems of si
multaneous ordinary and partial differential 
equations are referred to as hybrid. Difficulties in 
producing solutions for hybrid differential equa
tions have prompted many investigators to ap
proximate distributed systems through spatial 
discretization. To this end, the use of the classi
cal Rayleigh-Ritz method or the finite element 
method is quite common, as discussed by 
Meirovitch (1980). Both methods are based on 
the same theory and assume approximate solu
tions in the form of finite series of admissible 
functions. One of the main differences between 
the two is that in the classical Raleigh-Ritz 
method the admissible functions are global func
tions, extending over the entire length of the 
body, and in the finite element method they are 
local functions, extending over small subdomains 
of the body. As far as the rotational motions are 
concerned, it is common practice to describe 
them by means of Euler-type angles, which per
mits the use of standard Lagrange's equations. 
This works well for planar motions. For more 
complex three-dimensional motions, the use of 
Euler-type angles complicates the equations of 
motion unduly. This can be traced to the fact that 
the kinetic energy takes a relatively complicated 
form when expressed in terms of such angles. 
Indeed, the kinetic energy takes the simplest 
form when expressed in terms of quasi-coordi
nates. In this regard, it is recalled from 
Meirovitch (1970) that angular velocities about 
body axes represent time derivatives of quasi
coordinates. Meirovitch and Nelson (1966), 
Kwak and Meirovitch (1992), Quinn and Chang 
(1989), and Quinn (1990) demonstrate that for 
more complex problems an approach using 
quasi-coordinates offers many advantages. 

Discretized models of distributed-parameter 
systems are only approximations, as they replace 
systems with an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom by systems with a finite number of de
grees of freedom, which amounts to truncation. 
The accuracy of the approximation depends on 
two related factors, the nature of the admissible 
functions and the degree of truncation. Quite of
ten, an accurate discrete model requires a very 
large number of degrees of freedom. In extending 
the classical Rayleigh-Ritz method to flexible 
multibody systems, there is also the question of 
choosing suitable admissible functions, as dis
cussed by Meirovitch and Kwak (1991). The 
choice of admissible functions can be put on a 

more rational basis if the boundary-value prob
lem, that is, the differential equations and the 
boundary conditions, were available. These and 
perhaps other reasons have prompted a renewed 
interest in distributed models. Consistent with 
this, and using the approach of Meirovitch 
(1980), hybrid differential equations of motion 
have been derived in Low (1987) and Lee and 
Junkins (1992). 

Hybrid differential equations in terms of 
quasi-coordinates have been derived for the first 
time in Meirovitch and Nelson (1966) for a spin
ning body consisting of a rigid hub with flexible 
appendages and generalized in Meirovitch (1991) 
to a wholly flexible body undergoing rigid-body 
translations, rigid-body rotations, and elastic de
formations. The general theory of Meirovitch 
(1991) has been extended in Meirovitch and 
Stemple (1993) to articulated flexible multibody 
systems. 

The derivation of equations of motion in terms 
of quasi-coordinates was carried out in 
Meirovitch (1970), Meirovitch (1991), and 
Meirovitch and Stemple (1993) in two stages. 
The first consists of the use of the extended 
Hamilton's principle to derive standard La
grange's equations in terms of generalized coor
dinates. Then, a transformation from standard 
Lagrange's equations in terms of generalized co
ordinates to equations in terms of quasi-coordi
nates is carried out. We note that Meirovitch 
(1970) is concerned with a single rigid body, 
Meirovitch (1991) with a single flexible body, and 
Meirovitch and Stemple (1993) with flexible 
multibody systems. 

This paper addresses the same problem as that 
of Meirovitch and Stemple (1993), namely, the 
derivation of the hybrid equations of motion for 
flexible multibody systems in terms of quasi-co
ordinates. However, for the first time the hybrid 
equations in terms of quasi-coordinates are de
rived directly from the extended Hamilton's 
principle, that is, without the intermediate step 
of deriving standard Lagrange's equations in 
terms of generalized coordinates. The new for
mulation is more efficient than that in Meirovitch 
and Stemple (1993), but it should be noted that it 
benefited from some relations developed there. 
Another advantage is that, in an eventual spatial 
discretization of the problem, certain benefits ac
crue if the discretization can be carried out by 
working directly with the extended Hamilton's 
principle. 
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FIGURE 1 Flexible multibody system. 

KINEMATICS 

We are concerned with a multibody system con
sisting of a chain of articulated, slender, flexible 
links i (i = 1,2, ... ,N), where links i-I and i 
are hinged at Oi> as shown in Fig. 1. To describe 
the motion, we conceive of sets of body axes 
XiYiZi with the origin at Oi and with axis Xi coin
ciding with the centroidal axis of body i in unde
formed state. Essentially, assuming that the links 
are straight when undeformed, axis Xi passes 
through Oi and 0i+1. As the body deforms, axis Xi 

remains tangent to the centroidal axis at Oi. At 
the same time, we conceive of sets of body axes 
x; Y; z; with the origin at Oi but with x; embedded 
in body i-I and tangent to the centroidal axis of 
body i-I at 0i. We refer to x; Y; z: as intermedi
ate axes. Although we will work mostly with 
body axes, we will find it convenient at times to 
work with the inertial reference frame XYZ with 
the origin at o. 

We consider a typical point Pi on the de
formed centroidal axis of body i and write the 
position vector from 0 to Pi in the form 

Ri = CiRoi + ri + Ui, i = 1, 2, ... ,n (1) 

where Ci is the matrix of direction cosines of 
axes XiYiZi relative to axes Xi-IYi-IZi-), ROi = 
[XOi YOi ZOiF is the radius vector from 0 to Oi 

in terms of components along axes Xi-IYi-IZi-), ri 
is the position vector from Oi to Pi when body i is 
undeformed and Ui is the elastic displacement of 
Pi relative to the body axes XiYiZi, and we note 
that Ri, ri, and Ui are all in terms of components 
along XiYiZi. 

The assumption that the links are slender and 
originally straight implies that the nominal posi
tion of Pi when body i is undeformed is defined 
by the spatial variable Xi alone. We assume that 
the links are inextensible and that the only trans
lational elastic displacements are due to bending 
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in the Yi and Zi directions. Hence, the vectors fi 
and Ui can be expressed in the explicit form 

fi = [Xi 0 OF, 
Ui = Ui(Xi, t) = [0 Uyi(Xi, t) Uzi(Xi, t)F, 

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (2a, b) 

We will find it convenient to introduce the nota
tion 

Uci = fi + Ui = [Xi Uyi uziF, i = 1, 2,. . . ,N 
(3) 

so that Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 

Ri = CfRoi + Uei, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (4) 

The radius vector ROi can be expressed in 
terms of the position of the preceding i-I 
bodies in the chain as follows: 

ROi = Cf-1Ro,i-1 + uc,i-I(li-I. t), 
i = 2, 3, . . . ,N (5) 

where [i-I is the length of body i-I. Equation (5) 
represents recursive relations that can be used to 
eliminate redundant coordinates. Indeed, recur
sive use of Eq. (5) permits us to conclude that 
only one of the vectors ROi is independent. We 

Yi 

~ei 
(, 1 Uyi 

I Xi X' , 
1 / 

/ 
~U;i 

choose ROl as the independent position vector, 
where ROl = ROI(t) is simply the radius vector 
from 0 to the origin 0 1 of body axes XIYIZI; it is 
measured relative to the inertial axes, because 
axes XoYoZo coincide with axes XYZ. 

At this point, we turn our attention to the rota
tional motion. In the first place, we introduce a 
set of body axes g iTJi ~i (Fig. 2) attached to a typi
cal beam cross-section originally with the cen
troid on Xi, lying in the YiZi-plane and moving 
with the beam cross-section as body i deforms. 
In this regard, we note that gi-I(li-I. t)TJi-1 
([i-I. t)~i-I(li-I. t) coincide with x; Y; z;. We as
sume that the beam undergoes torsion about Xi, 
in addition to bending about Yi and Zi. Denoting 
the angle of twist by 0/ xi and the angles of rotation 
due to bending by o/yi and 0/ zi, respectively, and 
assuming that the three angles are small, we con
clude that the rotation of angles giTJi~i relative to 
axes XiYiZi can be expressed by the vector 

!/Ii = [o/xi t/Jyi t/JziF, i = 1,2, ... ,N. (6) 

In describing rotational motions and vector prod
ucts, it is often convenient to use skew symmet
ric matrices derived from vectors. As an exam
pie, if a typical vector f has the components x, y, 
and z, the associated skew symmetric matrix has 
the form 

Yi 

~.'tt 
f ~ Ihzi 

1.t. yi 

Xi 
Xi 

Xi 
Xi 

U;i 

L~ 
z· {:Jyi , 

FIGURE 2 Bending displacements. 
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f = [~ ~Z ~X]' 
-Y x 0 

(7) 

In view of this definition, the matrix of direction 
cosines of axes giTJi~i relative to axes XiYiZi for 
small angular motions reduces to 

Ei(Xi, t) = I - ~i(Xi' t), i = 1,2, . ,N. 
(8) 

Next, we assume that axes XiYiZi are obtained 
from axes xI yI zI through the rotations Oij, and 
denote by Ci ( 0;) the matrix of direction cosines of 
XiYiZi relative to xI yI z:, where Oi = [Oil Oil 
O,"3]T. Then, the matrix of direction cosines of 
axes XiYiZi relative to axes Xi-IYi-IZi-I is simply 

(9) 

From kinematics, the velocity vector of the 
typical point Pi in terms of the rotating axes XiYiZi 

has the form 

Vi = V Oi + flriUei + Vi = V Oi + i1~ifiri + Vi, 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (10) 

where VOi is the velocity vector of the origin Oi, 
firi is the angular velocity vector of axes XiYiZi 

relative to axes XYZ and Vi = Dei = Di is the 
elastic velocity vector relative to XiYiZi, all vec
tors in terms of components along XiYiZi. More
over, the angular velocity vector of the cross
sectional axes giTJi~i relative to the inertial space 
is simply 

fii = firi + fiei(Xi, t), i = 1,2, ... ,N (11) 

where 

fiei(Xi, t) = .fri(Xi, t), i, 2, . . . ,N (12) 

is identified as the elastic angular velocity vector 
of the cross-sectional axes. 

At this point, we wish to eliminate redundant 
velocities. To this end, we note that the velocity 
vector of point Oi can be written in the recursive 
form 

Vo; = CtVi-l(li-l, t) 

= ct[V O,i-I + i1r,i-l(li-), t)fir,i-I 

+ Vi-I(li-), t)] 

N 

= C~fiOl + 2: Yi-j-ICij[i1~(lj, t)firj 
j~1 

+ vj(lj, t)], i = 2, 3, .... N (13) 

where ct can be identified as the matrix of direc
tion cosines of axes XiYiZi relative to axes x·y·z· . J J ~ 

and It satisfies the relations 

i 

Cij = TI ct, 1:s j < i :s N (14a) 
k~j+1 

Cti-I = ct, C~ = I, 1:s i:S N (14b) 

CY = C/i, Cikct = ct, 1:s i, j, k :s N 
(14c,d) 

where I is the identity matrix, and 

{o for k < 0 
Yk = 

1 for k = 0, 1, 2, . 
(15) 

Similarly, letting Wi be the angular velocity vec
tor of axes XiYiZi relative to axes xI yI z: in terms 
of XiYiZi components and using Eqs. (11), the an
gular velocity vector of axes XiYiZi relative to the 
inertial space can be expressed by means of the 
recursive formulae 

firi = Ctfii-t(li-), t) + Wi 

= C{[fir,i-t + fie,i-t(li-), t)] + Wi 

N 

= 2: Ct[Yi-jWj + Yi-j-tfieilj, t)], 
j~1 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (16) 

where we recall that axes XoYoZo coincide with 
the inertial axes XYZ. 

DERIVATION OF HYBRID EQUATIONS 

The motion of a flexible multibody system can be 
described in terms of rigid-body displacements of 
given sets of body axes and elastic deformations 
relative to the body axes, where the rigid-body 
displacements depend on time alone and the elas
tic deformations depend on spatial coordinates 
and time. As a result, the equations of motion 
represent a hybrid set consisting of ordinary dif
ferential equations for the rigid-body motions 
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and partial differential equations for the elastic 
motions, where the latter are complemented by 
boundary conditions. In the preceding section, 
the rigid-body velocity vectors were expressed in 
terms of components along body axes, so that 
they represent nonintegrable combinations of 
time derivatives of inertial displacements. These 
body axes velocity vectors are generally referred 
to in Meirovitch (1970) as time derivatives of 
quasi-coordinates. In earlier works by 
Meirovitch (1970, 1991), hybrid equations for a 
single flexible body were derived from the ex
tended Hamilton's principle by first deriving 
standard hybrid Lagrange's equations and then 
transforming the standard equations to equations 
in terms of quasi-coordinates. The same ap
proach as in Meirovitch (1970, 1991) was used in 
Meirovitch and Stemple (1993) to derive hybrid 
equations in terms of quasi-coordinates for flexi
ble multibody systems. In this section, we pro
pose to derive hybrid equations for flexible multi
body systems directly from the extended 
Hamilton's principle. This approach has the ad
vantage that it permits a more natural spatial dis
cretization of the hybrid equations of motion. 

The extended Hamilton's principle can be 
stated in the form (Meirovitch, 1970) 

J,1
2 (8L + 8W)dl = 0, 8ROI = 0, 

1\ 

88i = 8Ui = 81/1i = 0, i = 1, 2, ... ,N 

at I = It. 12, (17) 

where L = T - V is the Lagrangian, in which Tis 
the kinetic energy and V is the potential energy, 
and 8W is the virtual work due to nonconserva
tive forces. Hence, before we can use Eq. (17) to 
derive the equations of motion, it is necessary to 
produce expressions for T, V, and 8W. 

We express the kinetic energy in the general 
form 

N (Ii A 

T = 2: Jc Tidxi 
i=1 0 

(18) 

where ti is the kinetic energy density of body i. 
We assume that the kinetic energy density con
sists of two parts, one due to the translation of an 
element of mass associated with the cross-sec
tional area in the nominal position Xi and one due 
to the rotation of the same element of mass. 

Hence, the kinetic energy density of body i has 
the expression 

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (19) 

where Pi is the mass density and 

Jei = diag[Jxixi J Yiyi J ziz;] , i = 1, 2, . , N 
(20) 

is the moment of inertia density matrix, in which 
J xixi , J yiyi , and J zizi are cross-sectional mass mo
ment of inertia densities. We note that because 
the elastic deformations are small, the latter are 
equal to J~i~i' JTJiTJi' and J'i'i' respectively. Insert
ing Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eqs. (19), we can write 
the kinetic energy density in the more explicit 
form 

A_I T TA T 
Ti - 2 [p;V 0;V Oi + OriJtiOri + PiVi Vi 

'T A' T :;. T 
+ I/I;leil/li + 2VOi S i 0ri 

T T :;. A' + 2p;V OiVi + 20ri(SiVi + leil/l;)], 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (21) 

in which V Oi is given by Eq. (13) and Ori by Eq. 
(16). Moreover, 

(22) 

is the total moment of inertia density matrix, 
where, recalling Eq. (3), 

[

U;i + U~i 
J i = Piilciil~ = Pi -XiUyi 

-XiUzi 

-XiUyi 

Xf + U~i 

In addition, Si can be obtained from 

-XiUZi] 

-UyiUzi • 

2 2 
Xi + Uyi 

(23) 

(24) 

which is recognized as the vector of first moment 
of inertia densities. 

The potential energy arises commonly from 
two sources, gravity and flexibility. The interest 
lies here in a multibody system in space, in which 
case the gravitational effects are due to differen-
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tial gravity, as shown in Meirovitch (1970). Be
cause these effects are very small, we assume 
that the potential energy is equal to the strain 
energy. As indicated in the preceding section, 
the bodies undergo torsion about Xi and bending 
about Yi and Zi, where the torsional angle is de
noted by t/lxi, the bending translational displace
ments are denoted by Uyi and Uzi, and the bending 
rotations by t/lyi and t/lzi. In addition, we assume 
that the bodies undergo shearing distortions, 
where the shearing distortion angles are denoted 
by {3yi and {3zi. From Fig. 2, we conclude that the 
relations between the bending transitional and 
rotational displacements and the shearing distor
tion angles are 

where primes denote partial derivatives with re
spect to Xi. From mechanics of materials, the re
lation between the twisting moment Mxi and the 
torsional angle t/lxi is given by 

(26) 

where kxi is a factor depending on the shape of 
the cross-section and G;lxi is the torsional rigid
ity, in which Gi is the shear modulus and Ixi is the 
area polar moment of inertia about Xi. Note that 
for a circular cross-section the shape factor is 
equal to 1. Moreover, the bending moments are 
related to the bending rotational displacements 
by 

in which Ei is the Young's modulus and Iyi and Izi 
are area moments of inertia about centroidal axes 
parallel to Yi and Zi, respectively, and the shear
ing forces are related to the shearing distortion 
angles according to 

where kYi and kzi are factors depending on the 
shape of the cross-sectional area Ai. 

The strain energy can be expressed as 

(29) 

where 

- QZi{3yi) , i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (30) 

is the strain energy density for body i. Inserting 
Eqs. (26)-(28) into Eqs. (30), the strain energy 
density takes the form 

A _! k (' )2 I )2 I )2 Vi - 2 [ xiG;lxi t/lxi + E;lyi(t/lyi + E;lzi(t/lzi 

+ kyiGiAi(u;i - t/lzi)2 + kziGiAi(u~i + t/lyi)2], 

i = 1,2, ... ,N. (31) 

The nonconservative virtual work is due to 
actuator forces and torques and can be written in 
the form 

where Mbi are torques acting at the joints Oi, fi 
are distributed forces, and mi are distributed 
torques, both acting on body i, and note that all 
three are in terms of XiYiZi components; SO{, 
S R{, and S 8{ are associated virtual displace
ment vectors. By analogy with Eqs. (10) and 
(11), the latter two can be written as 

SRi = SRbi + f[S8;; + SUi, 
S8{ = 88;; + 81/1i, i = 1,2, . ,N. 

(33a,b) 

Introducing Eqs. (33) into Eq. (32), the virtual 
work becomes 

N 

8W = ~ [M*!Sa:t' + F*TS>R*. + M~TS>LlI* L.J 0, U, rl U 01 rI uu" 
;=1 

(34) 

where 

are resultant forces and torques acting on mem
ber i, respectively. 

At this point, we wish to use the extended 
Hamilton's principle, Eq. (17), to derive generic 
equations of motion. To this end, we recall that 
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all position and velocity vectors of the joints Oi 
(i = 2, 3, ... , N) depend on ROI and VOl. 
Hence, using Eqs. (21) and (31), we can write the 
Lagrangian in the general functional form 

L = L[ROI , VOl, (Ji, Wi, Ui, U;, Di, ui(/i, t), 
Di(li, t), I/Ii, 1/1;, .fri' I/Ii(li, t), .fri(/i, t)] (36) 

so that the variation in the Lagrangian can be 
written as 

_ T aL T aL ~ [ T aL 
oL - oROI aR + 8V 01 av + L.J 8(Ji a(J. 

01 01 ,=1 I 

. T aL (Ii ( TaLi 
+ 8Ui (I;, t) aDi(li, t) + Jo 81/1i al/li 

'T aLi ·T aLi) T + 81/1i a. I.' + 81/1i -. dXi + Ol/li (Ii, t) 
'1", al/li 

aL ·T aL] x (I) + 81/1i (Ii, t) --c-. --
a I/Ii i, t a I/Ii (li , t) 

(37) 

where Li is the Lagrangian density for body i. 
Before proceeding any farther, we note that ROI 
is in terms of inertial components and (Ji are 
Eulerian-type angles. On the other hand, VOl and 
Wi are quasi-velocity vectors, so that they are in 
terms of body-axes components. As shown in 
Meirovitch and Stemple (1993), the relation be
tween the two types of quantities has the form 

VOl = CIROI , Wi = DdJi , i = 1,2, ... ,N 
(38a,b) 

where CI = CI«(JI) is the matrix of direction co
sines of axes XIYIZI relative to axes XYZ and 
Di = Di«(J;) are transformation matrices. 

It may appear paradoxical, but to derive equa
tions in terms of quasi-coordinates, it is neces
sary to express the variations in the quasi-veloci
ties in terms of variations in the actual 
coordinates and velocities. To this end, we con
sider Eq. (38a) and write 

But, from Meirovitch and Stemple (1993), we 

have 

(40) 

where WI is a skew symmetric matrix associated 
with WI [see (Eq. (7)]. By analogy with Eq. (40), 
we can write 

(41) 

where ooi is a skew symmetric matrix of quasi
virtual displacements. The concept becomes ob
vious if we consider Eq. (38b) and write 

o(Ji = Di8(Ji, i = 1,2, ... ,N. (42) 

Clearly, 80i corresponds to the vector of quasi
virtual displacements 8l1i. Hence, inserting Eq. 
(41) into Eq. (39) and considering Eqs. (38), as 
well as Eq. (42) with i = 1, we obtain 

Similarly, we consider Eq. (38b) and write 

But, from Meirovitch and Stemple (1993), we ob
tain 

(45) 

so that by analogy we can write 

(46) 

Inserting Eq. (46) into Eq. (44) and using Eq. 
(42), it can be shown after some operations that 

= Di8(Ji + 80iTWi + DioOi 

= Di8(Ji + wio(Ji + Dio Oi 

= (Di + WiDi)O(Ji + Di80i. (47) 

At this point, we are ready to proceed with the 
extended Hamilton's principle. To this end, we 
use Eqs. (43) and (47) and carry out the opera
tions term-by-term as follows: 
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f'2 T aL 
aVol !IV dt 

I, " 01 

f'2 T d ( T aL ) - aROI - C I -- dt 
I, dt avOl 

T d ( aL )] + C I dt avOl dt 

d ( aL )] + - -- dt 
dt avOl 

f'2 ~ T aL d 
uW' - t 

I, 'aWi 

f'2 T· T T • T T aL = [aoi (Di - Di Wi) + aOi Di ] -;- dt 
~ ,,~ 

f,· aL aL 1'2 = 2 aoT<DT - DTw;) -;- dt + aOTDT -;-
I, "Wi "Wi I, 

- f'2 aoT !i (DT aL) dt 
I, dt aWi 

f'2 [aL d (aL)] = - aoTDT Wi - + - - dt 
I, aWi dt aWi 

(I; ~ ~T ali d . JI uU, !I I X, o "ui 

(48) 

(49) 

_ TaLi' 1li T a aLi) A II- ( A - aUi -;-; - aUi -;-: -;-; dXi (50) 
"ui 0 0 "x, "ui 

f/2 ~. Tali d _ ~ T alii 12 f/2 ~ T a (ali) d UUi -. t - UUi -. - UUi - -. t 
I, aUi aUi I, I, at aUi 

_ f'2 ~ T a (ali) d - - oU' - - t 
I, 'at aUi 

(51) 

f'2. T aL 
aUi (Ii, t) !I. (I. ) dt 

I, "U "t 

aL 1'2 
= aUWi' t) au(/i , t) I, 

fl2 T d [ aL ] 
- I, aUi (Ii, t) dt au(/i, t) dt 

f'2 T d [ aL ] = - I, aUi (Ii, t) dt au(/i, t) dt. (52) 

Similar equations to Eqs. (50)-(52) can be ob
tained for I/Ii by simply replacing Ui by I/Ii in Eqs. 
(50)-(52). 

Consistent with the above derivations, we 
must express the virtual work, Eq. (34), in 
terms of the same variations in the actual 
coordinates. This requires some extensive 
operations, as aRbl and a 0:; involve coordinates 
associated with bodies preceding in the chain. To 
this end, we use the analogy with Eq. (13) and 
write 

N 

aRbi = c~aRbl + L [rija~* + f;J+lal/li(~, t) 
j=i 

j = 1,2, ... ,N (53) 

where 

i-I 

rij = L C1!cark(lk, t)Ckj (54) 
k=j 

and we note that second-order terms in the vir
tual displacements have been ignored in Eqs. 
(53). Moreover, by analogy with Eqs. (16), we 
can write 

N 

a0:; = L Cij[Yi-jMJj' + Yi-j-Ial/li(lj, t)], 
j=i 

i = 1,2, ... ,N. (55) 

Inserting Eqs. (53) and (55) into Eq. (34), we can 
rewrite the virtual work in the form 

aw 

+ J~i (fTaUi + mTal/li)dxi] 

= ~ (Md{aoi + F:;T {c~aRbl + ~ [rijao/ 

+ f;J+J a I/Ij(/j. t) + Y i-j-I c:;auj(/j. t)]} 
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N [ fi = FF8R61 + ~ M;T80t + Jo' (£T8u; 

+ mT81/1;)dx; + UT8u;(lj, t) + "-'T81/1;(I;, t)] 

(56) 

in which 

N 

m=~c~ ~~ 
;~I 

N 

M; = M6; + ~ (rJ;F~ + yj-ICtM~), 
j~1 

i = 1,2, . ,N (57b) 

N 

U; = ~ Yj-j-lctF~, i = 1,2, ... ,N - 1 
j~1 

(57 c) 

N 

"-'; = ~ (rIi+IF~ + Yj-i_ICtM~), 
j~1 

i = 1,2, ... ,N - 1 (57d) 

are forces and torques associated with the quasi
virtual displacements. 

At this point, we have all the ingredients re
quired for the extended Hamilton's principle. In
deed, inserting Eqs. (37) and (56) into Eq. (17), 
considering Eqs. (42) and (48)-(52), following the 
usual steps, and performing simple matrix multi
plications when appropriate, we obtain the de
sired hybrid equations in terms of quasi-coordi
nates 

d ( aL ) _ aL aL * - -- +wl---CI--=FI 
dt av 01 avO) aRO) 

d (aL) - aL _ aL - - + VOI --+ WI
dt aWl aVol aWl 

- DiT aL = Mi 
aOI 

!!.- (aL) + w; aL _ DiT aL = M;, 
dt aw; aw; ao; 

(58a) 

(58b) 

i = 2, 3, ... ,N (58c) 

_ aL; + ~ (aL;) + ~ (aL;) = f. 
au; ax; au; at au; " 

i = 1, 2, .. ,N (58d) 

aL; a (aL;) a (aL;) 
- al/l; + aXj a 1/1; + at aab; = m;, 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (58e) 

where Eqs. (58d) and (58e) are subject to the 
boundary conditions 

u;(O, t) = 0, 1/1;(0, t) = 0, i = 1, 2, ... ,N 
(59a,b) 

_ aL;1 + !!.- [ aL ] _ aL = U(l. t) 
au; xi~l; dt aUj(I;, t) au;(l;, t) ''', 

i = 1, 2, ... ,N - 1 (59c) 

aL; I d [ aL] aL 
- al/l; xi~/i + dt aab;(I;, t) - al/l;(l;, t) 

= "-'i(l;, t), i = 1,2, ... ,N - 1 (59d) 

aLN = 0 aLN = 0 XN = IN (5ge,f) 
au;'" 'al/l;'" , 

HYBRID STATE EQUATIONS 

Equations (58) represent second-order (in time) 
configuration equations. In control design, it is 
common practice to work with first-order state 
equations. First-order equations can be derived 
conveniently by introducing the momenta 

_ aL _ ~ aVb; aLi _ ~ c* aLi PVO) - -- - L.J ---- - L.J Ii --avO) i~l aVOI avo; i~l avo; 

N ( ) * -T I; = ? Cli m;VOi + s;nr ; + { p;v;dx; 
Fl Jo 

(60a) 

T -T Ii 
N { ( ) = ~ rij m;Vo; + s;nr ; + Jo p;v;dx; 
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+ 'Yi-jCt [JtiO'i + SiVOi + f;i (SiVi 

+ Jci Oei) dxi]} , j = 1, 2, ... ,N 

(60b) 

where mi is the total mass of body i and V Oi and 
Ori are given by Eqs. (13) and (16), respectively, 
as well as the momentum densities 

A _ ali _ ali _ ;:. T 
Pvi - -a - -a· - PiVOi + SiO'i + PiVi, Vi Ui 

i = 1, 2, ... ,N (60c) 

at. at. A 

POei = ao' = -.' = Jci(O'i + Oei), 
ei aafJi 

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (60d) 

Then, using Eqs. (38) and inserting Eqs. (60) into 
Eqs. (58), the hybrid state equations in terms of 
quasi-coordinates can be written as 

• T • -I 
ROi = C I VOl, 8i = Di Wi (61a,b) 

Ui = Vi, ebi = Oei' i = 1,2, . ,N 

(61c,d) 

;VOl = -cihpVOl + Ft (61e) 

;",1 = V OlPVOl - WIP",I + Mt (61f) 

;"'i = WiP"'i + Mi", i = 2, 3, ... ,N (61g) 

. at. a (at.) 
PVi = - au; + aXi aui + fi' 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (61h) 

. at. a (at.) 
POei = - a~i + aXi aafJ; + mi, 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (6li) 

where Eqs. (61h) and (61i) are subject to the 
boundary conditions (59). 

DISCRETIZATION CONSI DERATIONS 

Equations (61) represent a set of simultaneous 
hybrid (ordinary and partial) differential equa
tions describing the motion of our articulated 
flexible multibody system. Moreover, the elastic 
displacements are subject to boundary condi
tions (59). The equations may have a relatively 
simple appearance, but this appearance is highly 
misleading. Indeed, the equations are nonlinear 
and hybrid. Expressing them as first-order equa-

tions in terms of quasi-momenta gives them a 
neat compact form, but the quasi-momenta them
selves have relatively complicated expressions. 
Although the object of this paper, namely, the 
derivation of hybrid equations of motion for ar
ticulated flexible multibody systems, has been 
accomplished, some thoughts on possible solu
tions are in order. Clearly, the state of the art 
does not permit a closed-form solution of Eqs. 
(61), so that an approximate solution is a virtual 
necessity. 

The presence of partial differential equations, 
Eqs. (61h) and (6H), implies that the dimension 
of the problem is infinite. Hence, the first task is 
to reduce the system to a finite-dimensional one. 
As indicated in Meirovitch (1980), this task can 
be carried out by means of the classical Ray
leigh-Ritz method or the finite element method. 
In both cases, we assume a solution for the elas
tic displacement and velocity vectors in the form 

where 

Ui(Xi, t) = <l>ui(Xi)€ui(t), 
Ui(Xi, t) = Vi(Xi, t) = <l>ui(Xi)llui(t), 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (62a,b) 

afJi(Xi, t) = <l>o/Ji(Xi)€",i(t), 
ebi(Xi, t) = Oei(Xi, t) = <l>o/Ji(Xi)llo/Ji(t), 

i = 1, 2, ... ,N (62c,d) 

€Ui(t) = llui(t), €o/Ji(t) = llo/Ji(t), i = 1,2, ... ,n 
(63a,b) 

in which <l>ui(Xi) and <l>o/Ji(Xi) are matrices of admis
sible functions (Meirovitch, 1980) and €ui(t) and 
€o/Ji(t) are vectors of generalized coordinates. In 
the finite element method, the admissible func
tions have the form of low-degree polynomials 
defined over small subdomains of the elastic 
members. One of the drawbacks of the finite ele
ment method is that, to achieve reasonable accu
racy, the number of degrees of freedom of the 
approximations tends to be very large, as dis
cussed in Meirovitch (1980). This being a particu
larly critical issue here, it appears that the classi
cal Rayleigh-Ritz method is more suitable for the 
task at hand. In the classical Rayleigh-Ritz 
method, the admissible functions are global func
tions, defined over the entire length of the elastic 
members. It is shown in Meirovitch and K wak 
(1991) that the convergence characteristics can 
be improved dramatically by taking the admissi
ble functions in the form of quasi-comparison 
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functions, defined as linear combinations of ad
missible functions capable of satisfying all the 
boundary conditions of the problem. In choosing 
quasi-comparison functions, guidance should be 
sought from the boundary conditions, Eqs. (59). 

The discretization process amounts to intro
ducing Eqs. (62) into Eqs. (61h) and (61i), multi
plying by <l>~i and <l>~i' respectively, and integrat
ing over the length of the elastic members. The 
same process must be carried out in conjunction 
with Eqs. (60c) and (60d), resulting in the gener
alized momenta P'1ui and P'1oJii(t) , respectively. The 
above discretization process can be carried out, 
perhaps more efficiently, by introducing Eqs. 
(62) directly into the extended Hamilton's princi
ple, Eq. (17). 

Finally, the question can be asked as to need 
for deriving partial differential equations, partic
ularly if the second discretization process is 
used. In the first place, whereas the current state 
of the art does not permit closed-form solutions, 
one must not preclude such possibilities in the 
future. Moreover, the complete formulation of 
the hybrid equations of motion is likely to pro
vide valuable insights into the problem, thus 
helping produce better approximate solutions. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In deriving equations of motion for articulated 
flexible multibody systems, it is convenient to 
introduce reference frames embedded in the indi
vidual bodies and known as body axes. Then the 
motion can be regarded as consisting of the rigid
body motions of the individual reference frames 
and the elastic motions measured relative to 
these frames. The rigid-body rotations can be de
scribed by Euler-type angles and the correspond
ing equations of motion have the form of stan
dard Lagrange's equations of motion, which can 
be obtained by means of the extended Hamil
ton's principle. Of course, the same approach 
involves the elastic displacements as well, so 
that the result is a set of hybrid (ordinary and 
partial) differential equations together with ap
propriate boundary conditions. In many cases, 
there are many advantages to describing the 
rigid-body motions (translations and rotations) in 
terms of quasi-coordinates. Equations of motion 
in terms of quasi-coordinates have been obtained 
from standard Lagrange's equations through a 
(not so trivial) use of a transformation of coordi
nates. 

In this article, hybrid differential equations of 
motion for flexible multibody systems in terms of 
quasi-coordinates are derived directly from the 
extended Hamilton's principle, thus obviating 
the task of deriving standard Lagrange's equa
tions. The approach has beneficial implications in 
an eventual spatial discretization of the partial 
differential equations. 
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